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A Smartphone Compatible SONAR Ranging
Attachment for 2-D Mapping
Daniel Graham, Gang Zhou, Ed Novak, and Jeffrey Buffkin
Abstract—The ability to attach external devices to smartphones has revolutionized the role of smartphones by extending
their capabilities beyond the limitations of commodity hardware.
Developing external attachments that allow smartphones to sense
the depth of an area will facilitate the development of new
immersive applications and technologies. In this paper, we propose a smartphone compatible SONAR ranging attachment and
address the compatibility problem by proposing a hybrid hardware/software modulator that allows a digital sensor to communicate with a smartphone via the 3.5-mm headphone jack, found
on most smartphones. We evaluate the proposed sensor using two
metrics, accuracy and spatial resolution. We evaluate the accuracy of this system by measuring known distances with the sensor
and comparing them. We measure the sensor’s spatial resolution
by using ranging information from the SONAR module along
with the phone’s gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer to
construct a two-dimensional map of a space.
Index Terms—Smartphones, SONAR.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

MARTPHONES have allowed companies to replace
custom embedded solutions with more cost-effective
smartphone attachments. For example, Honeywell’s pointof-sale (POS) attachment has allowed vendors to replace
expensive, custom handhelds with standard smartphones and
relatively cheap hardware attachments [1]. Recently, there
has been emerging interest in developing attachments that
provide depth sensing capabilities. Allowing smartphones to
sense depth opens mobile computing research to a variety of
interesting possibilities.
In this paper, we attempt to solve the problem of providing depth sensing capabilities to smartphones by designing an
external SONAR attachment. Ideally, we would like to leverage existing research by using in-air SONAR modules from the
area of robotics. However, there are currently no hardware or
software interfaces that allow us to connect existing sensors to
a smartphone. Thus, in an effort to leverage existing sonar modules, we have designed a hardware and software interface that
allows us to connect an existing SONAR sensor (like the LVMaxSonar-EZ 1), to a smartphone. Fig. 1 shows a photograph
of our hardware interface with the sensor attached.
Currently, there are three possible approaches for connecting
an external attachment to a smartphone: bluetooth, the microUSB port, and the headphone jack. Connecting the attachment
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Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of the 3.3-V battery, the modulator circuit, and the male
3.5-mm male headphone jack adapter. (b) Photograph of the transducer module.

using a bluetooth connection allows the attachment to remain
physically untethered from the smartphone but increases the
energy consumption and cost of the attachment. Connecting the
attachment using a USB connection allows the external attachment to be powered by the smartphone. However, since not
all modern phones directly support the USB standard (e.g., the
Apple iPhone), these USB attachments will only be compatible
with a subset of attachments.
Current systems which utilize the headphone jack have been
designed to interface with external modules by simply reading analog values from the sensor. However, if the sensor
produces a logic level signal, the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) on a typical smartphone is unsuited from reading the
signal. This presents a challenge, since the SONAR sensor we
use is a digital sensor, and therefore encodes its information
using logic level signals [2]. We address the smartphone’s limitations by proposing a hybrid hardware/software modulator that
converts these logic level signals into modulated continuous
wave (MCW) signals, which are similar to the modulation strategy that was used by Samuel Morse when he developed Morse
code telegraphy [12]. These signals can be read by the smartphone. When thinking about how MCW modulation works in
the proposed context, it is important to consider the symbol
space. Morse code has a symbol space of size two: a long
beep and a short beep. Intuitively, it is possible to think of
the proposed scheme as having a symbol space of n, where
n represents the resolution with which the pulse is measured.
Our proposed modulator is a key component in the design of
our external attachment, since it is what makes communication
between the attachment and the phone possible.
Our external SONAR attachment is comprised of an ultrasonic transducer, a microcontroller, a modulator, and a standard
“coin cell” battery. The ultrasonic transducer is responsible for
generating the ultrasonic signal, which travels through the air

2327-4662 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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until it is reflected by a nearby surface. The reflected wave
is then captured by the transducer. Once the signal has been
captured, the microcontroller calculates the distance to the
object by examining the time delay between the initial signal and its reflection. Once the distance has been determined,
the microcontroller generates a pulse-width modulated signal
whose length is directly related to the measured distance. This
signal is then fed to the modulator, which converts the pulsewidth modulated signal into an MCW signal, which is sent to
the smart device through the headphone jack. The device can
read these signals and decodes them, in software, to receive
the distance information. Once the distance is decoded, the
next step is to determine the direction of the received wave.
This is done using the phone’s gyroscope, accelerometer, and
magnetometer to determine the phone’s current orientation. By
taking a collection of repeated measurements, it is possible to
construct a simple 2-D map of the space.
In this paper, we make the following contributions.
1) We design and build an in-air SONAR module that can be
paired with commodity smartphones.
2) We propose the use of a hybrid hardware/software modulator for communicating between the external module and
the smartphone, via a standard 3.5-mm headphone jack.
3) We propose, implement, and evaluate a linear time algorithm for demodulating the MCW signal.
4) We build a prototype of our system and evaluate its
performance, showing precision on the order of inches.
5) We propose and implement an approach for combining
the range and directional information to generate a 2-D
map of a space.

II. D ESIGN
The system is comprised of three major components: 1) an
external SONAR module; 2) a commodity smartphone; and
3) the software application running on the phone. Fig. 2 shows
a diagram of the system’s architecture. The external SONAR
module is designed to use a collection of ultrasonic chirps
to measure the distance to an object. Once the distance has
been measured, the external module generates a modulated analog signal with the encoded information, and transmits it to
the phone’s hardware, through the headphone jack. The smartphone receives the signal and converts it to a digital vector using
its own, on-board ADC. In addition to sampling and converting the signal, the smartphone is also responsible for tracking
the phone’s orientation and, by extension, the attachment’s orientation, using its own internal gyroscope, accelerometer, and
magnetometer. The range and direction information is then
combined by a software application to generate a direction vector. This vector represents the distance and direction of the item
or surface, which reflected the original ultrasonic signal. These
distance vectors can then be combined to generate a 2-D map
of a space.

A. External Attachment
There are currently no commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) interfaces that allow us to connect a SONAR

Fig. 2. System diagram of the proposed SONAR system, which is comprised
of: 1) an external SONAR module, 2) a commodity smartphone, and 3) the
software application running on the phone.

Fig. 3. Signal that is reconstructed when the pulse-width modulated signal is
fed directly to the phone.

sensor to a smartphone. Since there are no existing interfaces or
drivers, we have designed and built a headphone jack interface
and designed an MCW modulation scheme that allows us
to connect an existing SONAR module to a smartphone. In
this section, we describe the hardware that comprises the
headphone jack interface, and the SONAR transducer module.
The external module hardware (shown in Fig. 1) is comprised of three major components: a transducer module (the
LV-MaxSonar-Ez 1), a modulator circuit, and a 3.5-mm male
headphone jack adapter [2]. The transducer module contains
a microcontroller and an ultrasonic transducer. The transducer
module is responsible for generating the ultrasonic chirps, and
calculating the distance of the object by measuring the elapsed
time between the chirps. This distance is encoded as a pulsewidth modulated signal where each 147µs represents 1 inch.
This signal is a logic level signal, and it cannot be decoded by
the phone if it is directly fed to the phone’s headphone jack.
Fig. 3 shows the signal that is decoded by the phone’s ADC
when the pulse width modulated signal is fed directly to the
phone. Notice that it is difficult to determine the width of the
pulse. We suspect that this poor reconstruction may be due to
the fact that the phone’s ADC is proceeded by ac coupling.
However, we cannot confirm this because the phone’s hardware
is proprietary.
The modulator is responsible for transforming the pulsewidth modulated signals from the transducer module into an
ac signal that the phone can decode. This is done by designing a circuit that generates an MCW from the pulse-width
modulated signal. The MCW is then fed to the phone via its
headphone jack.
1) Modulator: The modulator takes two inputs, a carrier
and the pulse-width modulated signal, and produces an MCW.

GRAHAM et al.: SMARTPHONE COMPATIBLE SONAR RANGING ATTACHMENT FOR 2-D MAPPING
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Fig. 5. Circuit schematic of the modulation circuit. RC is the label for the
received carrier. PW is the label for the pulse-width modulated signal. MIC
is the label for the output of the modulator that is connected to the microphone
input on the phone.

Fig. 6. 8000 samples obtained from a single reading of the buffer.
Fig. 4. (a) 3804-kHz carrier frequency that is generated on the phone. (b) Pulsewidth modulated signal that is generated by the transducer module. (c) MCW
signal that encodes the distance information. These measurements were taken
using an object that was 43 cm away from the sensor.

It is possible to generate the carrier using a hardware oscillator, such as a crystal oscillator, which uses the mechanical
vibrations of a piezoelectric crystal to generate a periodic signal. Crystal oscillators are commonly used in radios to generate
the carrier frequency [10]. However, including this hardware
increases the size and cost of the platform. Instead, we implement the oscillator in software by leveraging the functionality
of the phone’s digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to generate
the carrier. Once the carrier has been generated, it is fed to the
modulator through the headphone jack. Fig. 4 shows the signals
that are involved in the modulation process.
It is important to select the correct frequency for the carrier. Selecting a carrier frequency that is too high may prevent
the ADC from converting the signal, since the ADC may not
support the sampling rate that is required. Selecting a carrier
frequency that is too low may not provide enough resolution
to accurately decode the length of the signal. The datasheet of
the transducer module indicates that the pulse-width modulated
signal has a resolution of 147 µs, where each 147 µs corresponds to 1 in [2]. Ideally, we would like to design the carrier
so that each peak in the carrier corresponds to a single inch as
well. This means that we would need to create a 6.8-kHz carrier.
However, the frequency of this carrier is too high for the ADC
on the phone to accurately recover the peaks in the signal. To
mitigate this, we selected a frequency of 3.4 kHz. This is half
the original, which means each peak corresponds to 2 inches.
However, it is possible to get a resolution of an inch at this frequency by also counting troughs, since each trough represents
half the distance between two peaks.

Fig. 5 shows a circuit schematic of the modulator. The modulator is designed to turn the carrier frequency ON and OFF.
Once the pulse-width modulated signal goes high, the transistor saturates, and the carrier is transferred to the phone. Once
the pulse-width signal goes low, the transistor enters cut-off
mode, and the carrier is truncated. By switching the carrier frequency ON and OFF as the pulse transitions from low-to-high
and high-to-low, it is possible to generate an ac signal that has
approximately the same length as the pulse width modulated
signal.

B. Demodulation
The external module continuously and asynchronously transmits distance readings to the phone, where they get stored in
the phone’s audio buffer. An application running on the phone
reads from this buffer in chunks of 8000 samples (equivalent to
about 181 ms at a 44.1-kHz sample rate).
Since the external module is generating readings every
50 ms, it is possible to have at most approximately three signals in each chunk that have not been truncated. Fig. 6 shows a
plot of the values from the signal buffer. The signals x1 , x2 , x3 ,
and x4 represent four different readings. Notice that signal x4
is truncated because of the buffer size, and therefore its length
does not reflect the correct measurement, so it must be discarded. For a more complicated design, a producer consumer
design pattern can be used to create a continuous buffer. In the
ideal case, the remaining signals, x1 , x2 , and x3 would be the
same length. However, we see a stabilization error in the digital signal when we try to decode it. Since the smartphone’s
hardware is proprietary, we cannot easily tell exactly what is
causing the transient response, but we think it may be due to
ac coupling, since the direct current (dc) bias is removed in the
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Algorithm 1. Calculate signal width

Fig. 7. Single reading from the buffer, i.e., x1 from Fig. 6.

received signal. Fig. 7 shows a zoomed in section of one of the
signals that has been reconstructed on the phone. Notice that it
takes approximately 4 ms for the signal to stabilize, from the
31 ms mark to 35 ms. This may be due to the transient response
of the pulse-width component that is still present in the signal.
However, it is possible to mitigate this during the demodulation
process. Since, the first and last peaks are always reconstructed
correctly, and the frequency of the carrier is known, the number
of peaks in the signal can be calculated using the, known, time
between the first peak and the last peak. This approach removes
any errors that are introduced by peaks that are not correctly
reconstructed in the signal.
1) Demodulation Algorithm: Once the signal has been
modulated by the external attachment, it needs to be demodulated by the software on the smartphone, so that the signal can
be converted back to a distance reading. To handle this decoding process, we use a linear time demodulation algorithm. The
algorithm works by counting the number of peaks that are above
a particular threshold. Recall that the frequency of the carrier
was selected carefully, so that each peak corresponds to 2 inches
(0.051 m). The threshold is automatically selected by the software to be 50% of the maximum value in the buffer. Having the
software automatically select the threshold will help mitigate
the differences in the sound interfaces on different devices.

Input: array, threshold
Output: PeakArray
first = true; firstIndex = 0; lastIndex = 0; for i = 0;
i < array.length; i++ do
if array[i] > array[i − 1] and array[i] > array[i + 1]
array[i] < array[i − 1] and array[i] < array[i + 1]
then
if array[i] ≥ threshold  array[i] ≤ -threshold
then
peakSeen =true;
count++;
if first then
firstIndex = i;
first = false;
end
else
lastIndex = i;
end
end
if peakSeen then
hops++;
end
if hopExpire < hops then
if count > 2 then
distances.add(lastIndex - firstIndex);
end
hops = 0;
count = 0;
peakSeen = false;
first = true; firstIndex = 0; lastIndex = 0;
end
end
end

C. 2-D Map Generation
Since we collect information on both the distance and direction of an object from the phone, we can generate a 2-D map
of a space by taking multiple measurements in different directions. Recall that the phone’s orientation can be determined by
using its internal magnetometer, gyroscope, and accelerometer.
We map a room by rotating the phone through a single 360◦
rotation. As a convention, we define 0◦ to be north and values increase in a clockwise direction (e.g., east is 90◦ ). Since
the magnetometer is noisy, the direction values are discretized
into 20◦ increments [9], [13]. The application divides the compass into 18 sections of 20◦ . A measurement taken in a given
section will associate that value with the center of that section.
We can then generate a relatively stable measurement by using
the values of the phone’s pitch to help compensate for the phone
orientation.
We implemented the design on a Nexus 4 smartphone. Fig. 8
shows a screenshot of the application. The application shows
the distance, pitch, and direction values, as well as a polar plot
generated from a collection of measurements.

Fig. 8. Screenshot of the mapping application showing the information on distance (in inches), direction (in degrees, with 0◦ at north), pitch (in degrees, with
0◦ at horizontal, i.e., to the ground), and the resulting polar plot.

D. Possible Applications
Now that we have shown that it is possible to do depth
sensing using SONAR on smartphones, the question naturally
arises: “What can this be used for?” We have several ideas
for possible applications of depth sensing using SONAR. The
system may be used to create a SONAR cane that allows people with visual impairments to navigate a space. The system
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Fig. 9. (a) Small room As = 0.42, Ah = 0.09. (b) Large room As = 0.22, Ah = 0.07. (c) Noisy outside area As = 0.38, Ah = 0.16. Ten measurements
were taken at each distance; the error bars represent the standard deviation of these measurements. As represents the average error for software SONAR module
and Ah the average error for the software module.

can also be used as a tool for realtors, interior designers, or
engineers to quickly get an estimate of the dimensions of the
room.

III. E VALUATION
We evaluated our system using two metrics, accuracy, and
spatial resolution, in a small room, a large room, and an outdoor environment. In measuring the external SONAR attachment’s accuracy, we compared it to our previous software-based
SONAR sensor [6] and a commercial sonar measuring device
called the Strait-Line Laser Tape [4]. The external attachment
achieved much lower standard deviations at each measured distance and smaller error when compared to the software-based
SONAR from our previous work.
In evaluating the spatial resolution, we took a collection of
measurements in different directions to generate a polar plot of
the area around the phone (as described in Section II-C), and
compared the plot to the actual floorplan of the room.

A. Evaluating Accuracy
We evaluated the accuracy of our external SONAR by placing it on a tripod and taking measurements at different distances
in three environments (for all tests we used the Nexus 4). At
each distance, ten measurements were taken using both the
external SONAR module and the software-based SONAR module. The average value and standard deviation of these readings
were plotted against the actual distance for all three environments. The average error for both the external module Ah and
the software-based SONAR application As were calculated,
excluding the break down regions (i.e., less than 1 m and more
than 4 m for the software SONAR, and less than 0.5 m for the
external sonar module.
The first environment was a small room (approximately
3.36 × 3.92 m). Fig. 9(a) shows the results of this experiment.
For the software SONAR sensor, we see decreased performance at values lower than 1 m. When we compare the result
of the values obtained using the external SONAR attachment,
we noticed that the values have a much smaller standard
deviation and are more accurate. The smaller beam of sound

that is produced from the external sensor helps mitigate the
reverberation effects.
The second environment was a large carpeted indoor room
(approximately 8.61 × 6.10 m). Fig. 9(b) shows the results of
this experiment. The software-based SONAR module performs
much better in a large indoor room but begins to break down
after 3.5 m. As for the attachment, as the distance increases, so
does the beam width. At 5.5 m, the beam is wide enough to pick
up other objects in the space, like desks and chairs. This causes
the accuracy of the sonar sensor to decrease as distance from
the wall increases.
The final environment was an outdoor area with moderate
building construction noise in the background. Fig. 9(c) shows
the results of this experiment. From these results, we can see
that the external SONAR module outperforms the softwarebased sensor. Even though external module does sometimes
underestimate the distance, it continued to perform up to its
design limit of approximately 6 m. This design limit is determined by the maximum distance of the transducer module
which, from the datasheet, we know is approximately 20 ft, or
6.1 m. Though it is possible to increase the system’s range by
purchasing a new transducer module; such modules are normally much larger and have a large cone that surrounds the
buzzer. In an effort to maintain a small, convenient form factor,
we have opted to not use a smaller transducer module.
B. Evaluating Resolution
In this section, we evaluate the spatial resolution of the system by generating a 2-D map of a space and displaying it on a
polar plot. Fig. 10(a) shows a polar plot that was obtained by
placing the smartphone on a tripod in the middle of the small
room and rotating it 360◦ . We then measured the room, using a
compass to determine the room’s orientation, and calculated its
polar coordinates. These values were then overlaid on the measured values in Fig. 10(a). We repeated this process for the other
two environments and plotted in the results in Fig. 10(b) and (c).
C. Sources of Error
There are two main sources of noise when generating
polar plots. The first source is noise from the gyroscope and
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Fig. 10. Polar values obtained by the external SONAR module in (a) small room, (b) large room, and (c) outdoor environment. The application divides the compass
into 18 20◦ sections. A measurement taken in a given section will associate that value with the center of that section. All measurements shows are in meters and
all angles are in degrees.

magnetometer. The magnetometer determines the smartphone’s
direction with respect to magnetic north by sensing the earth’s
magnetic field. However, the magnetometer is noisy and sometimes the direction is not determined correctly. We believe that
this is the reason for the distorted corners in the large room
measurement. The other source of error may be due to the fact
that surfaces reflect sound at an angle to the surface normal.
This means that the system will be fairly accurate when taking
measurements of an object that is directly in front, but as the
angle from the receiver to the object increases, the accuracy will
decrease, since less energy is being reflected in the direction of
the receiver.
D. Energy Consumption
Another unique aspect of our design is that it is internally
powered and does not require power from the phone. The only
energy that is consumed by the phone is the energy that is
associated with processing the information that is generated
by the sensor. Since there are several other processes on the
phone, it is difficult to isolate the energy that is consumed
by only the demodulation process. The notion of harvesting
energy from the phone to power the external sensor is interesting, though we do not do it for this sensor, other researchers
and engineers have adopted this approach. For example, the
highjack prototype developed by researchers at the University
of Michigan uses energy harvesting [8]. However, we did not
opt for this approach due to the additional complexity associated with implementing it. Implementing this energy harvesting
approach would include the addition of a bridge rectifier to convert the ac signal to dc signal, and a voltage multiplier to step
up the signal to the required voltage.
E. Testing Other Devices
So far throughout our evaluation, we have only used the
Nexus 4. But the question remains, Will this solution generalize
to other devices? In an effort to answer this question, we evaluated our interface design on six different devices. The results of

TABLE I
C OMPATIBLE D EVICES

these tests are summarized in Table I. We found that the interface mismatch issue existed on four of the six devices that we
tested. We also tested the mapping application on these devices,
and found that the application worked on two of the six devices
that we tested. We are currently searching for the hardware
or software issues that may have caused the failures in these
other devices. One possible source of failure may be due to the
operating system automatically lowering the volume when the
headphone jack is plugged in. This makes it difficult to get a
strong enough carrier for the modulator. Future versions of the
hardware may need to include an amplifier and buffer on the
interface board.

F. Testing in an Irregular Environment
So far we have tested the external attachment in simple
environments. In this section, we evaluate the performance of
the system in a stairwell. Fig. 11 shows a photograph of the
stairwell and Fig. 12 shows the results of the map that was
generated. From the figure, we notice that errors from the magnetometer cause the map to be slightly skewed, e.g., in Fig. 12,
the points at 100◦ and 260◦ . We also notice that sensor picks up
the middle of the staircase that is blocking the rear wall. We can
also see that sensor does not pick up the lower rear wall due to
the narrow beam width. All of these factors along with the irregular nature of the stairwell result in a moderate reconstruction
of the space.

GRAHAM et al.: SMARTPHONE COMPATIBLE SONAR RANGING ATTACHMENT FOR 2-D MAPPING
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applications, including indoor navigation and obstacle detection. Developing depth sensing sensors for smartphones will
help advance the field of assistive technologies. Researchers
have also explored ways of providing depth sensing capabilities without the use of specialized hardware, instead choosing
to implement software-based SONAR ranging sensor solutions
[6]. These sensors use a collection of chirps to determine the
distance from the sensor to an object in space. However, these
software-based sensors are limited by the hardware constraints
of the phone, since microphones and speakers are located at different locations on different phones. Creating external sensors
will help mitigate this constraint and facilitate the development of assistive technologies such as SONAR canes. Though
SONAR-based navigation devices such as SONAR canes [5]
already exist, providing attachments for devices that are already
carried by the visually impaired will replace custom embedded
solutions.

V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 12. Map that was reconstructed from the measurements taken in the
stairwell. All measurements are in meters and directions are in degrees.

IV. R ELATED W ORK
In 2010, researchers at the University of Michigan explored
a way of connecting external devices to smartphones via the
headphone jack, called hijack [8]. A unique aspect of their
design was that they harvested energy from the headphone jack
to power the microcontroller which was responsible for processing sensor data and performing modulation tasks. They also
proposed using a frequency shift key encoding scheme to communicate with the phone over the headphone jack, where it
was demodulated using software installed on the phone. Several
external mobile attachments have been developed using the
hijack platform [7], [11], [14]. However, it is also possible to
design a modulator that does not require the use of a processor. Such a modulator would provide the software application
on the phone with control of carrier frequency and with it, the
baud rate. The modulator in this paper uses a hybrid hardware/software approach to modulate the signal and does not
require the a microcontroller. Since the modulator design does
not include a microcontroller, there is also no need to implement any firmware. The proposed hybrid hardware/software
modulator is comprised of a collection of simple analog components which are used to modulate a carrier supplied by the
smartphone.
Project tango, by Google’s advance technology and applications group, integrates a 3-D depth sensing camera into a
smartphone, hereby providing the smartphone with the ability
to generate 3-D maps of space [3]. The inclusion of this sensor in smartphones has opened a collection of new accessibility

In this paper, we proposed a design for a smartphone
compatible external SONAR module as an extension on our
previous research into software-based SONAR sensors for
smartphones [6].
We designed a hybrid hardware/software modulator that
allows the external attachment to communicate with the phone
via the headphone jack. The modulator design is unique
because it does not use a hardware oscillator to generate the
carrier frequency but instead uses the software on the phone
and the phone’s DAC. The modulator encodes the range information from the external module using a modulated continuous
carrier. This information is then decoded and combined with
information from the phone’s gyroscope, accelerometer, and
magnetometer to generate a 2-D map of the space.
A possible avenue for future research is exploring ways of
improving the hybrid modulator, by using a photo relay as
a switch instead of transistor. This would mitigate the stabilization time in the buffer signal by potentially eliminating
the dc bias from the transient response of the pulse-width
component.
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